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FUNDING GUIDance FOR bsf PROJECTS

1.	This paper gives detailed information on how we will fund Building Schools for the Future (BSF) from Wave 4 onwards and repeat projects from W1-3. It is intended to help authorities understand what we intend government support for the programme to pay for, and to what extent. 




c.	Receipts, efficiencies and abatement of other DCSF capital funding; and,
d.	Supporting tools
Annex A:	Funding for Special Schools
Annex B:	Guidance on VAT
Annex C:	Cash flow monitoring
Annex D:	Funding for PFI schemes
Annex E: 	Funding Allocation Model
Annex E1:	PfS Programme Assumptions
Annex F:	Abnormals proforma

4.	Please send any queries or feedback on this guidance to:






The range of investment that BSF funding will support.

5.	BSF funding is available for investment in all schools or units (including Academies) that teach predominantly secondary age pupils, including middle deemed secondary schools and Hospital schools.  In addition, funding will be made available for the primary element of all-age special schools where it is sensible to do so, but will not be provided for primary-only schools. Independent special schools are not covered by BSF funding.
6.	The programme does not fund further education colleges or 6th form centres operating under FE regulations, although our separate guidance on improved joined up planning and funding (see Para 9) shows how we hope that projects will draw in other funding to include other related facilities.
7.	Where conventional funding is provided, for either new build or remodelling, it will be for the initial capital value of the project only.  Authorities can, of course, add their own resources to BSF projects and to avoid a divergence of standards, are expected to fund the ongoing maintenance of the schools.  Projects delivered through PFI schemes will receive lifecycle funding through the award of PFI Credits.
Areas within a school which are included in BSF funding

8.	The areas of school accommodation covered by BSF funding are set out in Building Bulletin 98 (BB98) and, for special schools, BB77 (see http://www.p4s.org.uk/design_guidance.htm (​http:​/​​/​www.p4s.org.uk​/​design_guidance.htm​) ).  This includes allowance for schools' extended and community use, taking account of the need for security, dual-use facilities (e.g. which can be used for both educational and non-educational purposes, such as visiting health professionals at certain times), and community use without disruption to pupils' work. 
9.	Where existing schools have residential accommodation, PfS will discuss funding issues with authorities on a case-by-case basis.  However, funding will not normally be provided for accommodation related to non-educational services. Provision of these would require the joining up of other funding streams with BSF funding, such as from SureStart, Primary Care Trusts, Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), or the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG). Further information is included in ‘Guidance for local authorities on improved joined-up planning and funding’ available from the BSF Knowledge Portal under stage 2.
Funding allocation

New build, remodelling or minor refurbishment

10.	We aim to fund BSF so that up to 50% of the floor area within each authority’s BSF project can be new build. The remaining floor space is funded such that 35% can be remodelled and 15% undergo minor refurbishment. Where the new build element of schools exceeds 70-75%, the programme assumption in accordance with HM Treasury value for money (VfM) guidance is that these will be delivered through PFI. Typically, schools with a lower new build percentage offer better VfM if procured under Design and Build arrangements.

11.	Authorities will be able to agree locally how much of their new build allocation they can concentrate in all-new schools, and how much they will want to spread to existing schools. In considering which schools will receive new build accommodation and to what extent, the authority’s strategy will be guided by what provides both the greatest improvement in educational outcomes and also the best value for money on a whole-life cost basis, when compared with options for other schools in the area. For example, merging and rebuilding two small schools as a larger one with new accommodation might cost the same as remodelling them separately but might be equally beneficial educationally. In this way authorities can increase the percentage of new build in their local programme.  
12.	As the programme needs to operate within the overall budgets set in each spending review, the 50:35:15 funding formula will be applied to all projects within a wave. However, we recognise that local authorities may wish to make an exceptional case for exceeding the funding provided by the formula allocation, for example because their first phase exceeds the formula allocation, whereas their later waves come below such that overall they balance. We generally cannot accept such requests unless proposals from other authorities in the same wave are below the formula allocation and so allow some headroom. This will enable each wave to remain affordable, and avoid early projects setting precedents that cannot be sustained in the later phases of BSF. 
13.	Where authorities wish to facilitate a greater level of new build by swapping schools between their waves they will only be allowed to do so if the need- prioritisation ranking of the new group of schools is unchanged, the value for money and educational benefits for doing so are clear, and the revised funding allocation fits within the available funding envelope. 
Pupil place planning
14.	The funding envelope for the prioritised group of schools is generated by calculating the BB98 gross floor area for the current number of schools in the group using the proposed number of pupils on roll for each school as agreed in the authority’s Strategy for Change. The number of pupils will be that forecast 10-years into the future. 
15.	The key principles are:

-  LA project pupil numbers across the estate at the 10-year point
-  LA 'allocates' places to specific schools within the project, after taking into account plans for rationalisations/amalgamations etc.
-  We then compare projected numbers for each school with number of places LA propose to build at each school
-  If this indicates a surplus of greater than 5%, PfS will discuss further with authorities
-  If this indicates a surplus less than 5%, we are generally content because funding level (based on BB98 floor area) will be sufficient to cover capex requirements for more places than projected NOR

16.	Where rolls will have fallen at the 10-year projection point, but where the BSF school opens in advance of that, we will fund the places projected at the school opening time, provided that across the wave, under-capacity does not exceed 5% by the end of the 10-year period.  

17.	In short, base funding already assumes 5-10% surplus places, so LAs should not attempt to build in any more by over-inflating projected pupil numbers.  But if a BSF school opens with a place requirement which is greater than the 10-year projection, we will fund the agreed capacity at the opening time, subject to the 5% rule.

Special schools
18.	Most pupils with SEN and disabilities (such as those with physical disabilities and moderate learning difficulties without additional needs) will generally be accommodated in mainstream schools as Building Bulletin 98 allows for the inclusion of pupils with all but severe and complex needs. So, BSF funding for special needs is based on the authority’s forecast number of pupils requiring special schools or facilities over and above the space provided by BB98.  The funding envelope for special schools and pupil referral units is generated in a similar way to mainstream schools, but with different unit cost rates and gross area formulae.  Further guidance on the funding of special needs is included at Annex A. 
Voluntary Aided schools
19.	Voluntary Aided (VA) schools and Academies are part of the local strategy and will be funded to the same standards as community or foundation schools.  For VA schools, this includes the VA governors’ 10% contribution to building works that would otherwise be required.  Additional funding will be provided for VA schools where VAT liabilities are non-recoverable under current VAT regulations.  Further guidance on VAT is at Annex B.

Academies
20.	The responsibility for managing the delivery of Academies now sits with PfS.  In general, new Academies which will be located in areas currently in the BSF programme will be delivered through the local authority’s BSF project.  New Academies in local authorities in later waves (i.e. wave 7 onwards) will typically be procured through a National Framework which has been set up by PfS.  It is expected that both of these procurement routes will increase the value for money of Academies procurement.  
21.	In general, Academies within BSF projects will attract funding on the same 50:35:15 basis as other schools.  However, a number of Academies falling within the transition arrangements to the new procurement model, will receive funding for a greater level of new build, without this adversely affecting funding for other BSF schools in a project.  
22.	For Academies within BSF areas, PfS will provide a combined indicative funding envelope to local authorities on the basis of 50:35:15 for BSF schools and for Academies.  Local authorities will be expected to manage their overall project within the combined envelope and in so doing, take responsibility for managing the integration of Academies within their wider estate strategy.
23.	For those Academies outside BSF areas and procured through the National Framework, no indicative funding envelope will be provided. Funding should be negotiated after site visits from PfS design managers and an options appraisal completed to determine how best to balance the condition and suitability of the existing buildings with achieving the education vision of the Sponsor.  However, the design manager will start with a default assumption of 50:35:15 and will need to be convinced, by evidence, of the need for any further funding.        
24.	PfS will support the DCSF in closely monitoring the impact of this funding methodology on wider programme affordability, and will keep these ratios under review.   
Funding allocation for recently completed buildings
25.	The BSF programme will not generally provide additional funding for schools which have been recently built. 
26.	New schools - schools that have been built in the last 15 years are presumed not to require BSF investment, and do not count towards the funding allocation calculation. However, funding will be provided where they are being enlarged for an increase in pupil numbers. This additional funding will be based on the BB98 area generated by the additional pupils, at the 50/35/15 funding formula. 
27.	Remodelled schools - schools which have been remodelled rather than completely rebuilt, as part of an estate-wide investment project (possibly as part of a PFI contract), will receive up to 75% of the benchmark funding allocation. This recognises that the previous funding will have impacted on an element of suitability and sufficiency and dealt with condition. There will be a further deduction from the benchmark allocation equivalent to the lifecycle costs based on the proportion of lifecycle to capex in the Final Business Case (FBC). 
28.	To ensure that no schools are double-funded, schools which are also benefiting from Targeted Capital Fund (TCF) monies will have their BSF funding reduced by 50% of the level of the TCF awarded. This will affect schools which have received TCF funding in the previous five years. 
Abnormals
29.	Abnormal costs will cover enabling works (demolition, asbestos removal and temporary accommodation) or building or site issues. Site issues include such items as difficult topography and poor ground conditions (substructure); building issues cover work to listed buildings, planning constraints, party walls, and environmental issues. Internal demolition as part of remodelling proposals is not an abnormal. The expectation is that local authorities will make every effort to minimise abnormal costs – for example through phasing projects to reduce the requirement for temporary accommodation. Site acquisition costs will not be funded. Where abnormal costs relate to the provision of another service – for instance road works outside the perimeter of the school – they will not be funded by BSF. 
30.	PfS will provide funding for site and abnormal costs up to a maximum level based on percentages of funded building costs, and with an additional element for exceptional, site-specific abnormal costs of an average £400,000 per site across the wave. All abnormals funding will need to be evidenced by local authorities, and the PfS design managers will work with authorities to determine costs.  Local authorities should not assume that BSF will fund all of the abnormals costs which may be incurred.
31.	All new build areas will be funded to include up to 12% site costs and 5% abnormal costs. For areas which are to be remodelled or refurbished, the allowance is 8% for site costs and 9% for abnormal costs, which reflects the retained infrastructure. The additional funding element for exceptional site-specific abnormal costs will take total abnormal funding to approximately £1 million for a 1,200 pupil (including 200 post-16) school, at 50:35:15 and 2Q07 prices.
32.	Where the funding does not fully meet the needs of every school within a BSF project, local authorities will be expected to manage the total abnormal liability across the estate as part of their management of the cost of the project as a whole.  Authorities will be expected to consider the emerging abnormals position as part of their modelling when determining their new build:remodel allocations between schools to ensure that projects are affordable. Unless the authority makes up a shortfall, this may mean that the amount of new build that can be achieved will be lower across the estate if abnormals costs are high and cannot be avoided.  Clearly it will be in the interests of authorities to minimise abnormal costs, where possible by careful site selection, and to make early assessments of abnormal-related site issues through surveys, to avoid last minute affordability surprises.   
33.	In areas of systemic risk of high abnormals across all schools in a project, the authority should discuss the issues and explore possible solutions further with PfS as part of the SfC process.  It may be necessary for the authority to bring forward a special case for PfS consideration. 
34.	Authorities will need to demonstrate that they require the full level of the funding provided for abnormal costs across their project. Where abnormal costs for a particular school fall below the funded level, the authority may allocate this element to other schools in its scheme where they require additional funding. These additional abnormal costs will need to be proven at FBC. For example, at OBC ground surveys may suggest that an allowance should be set aside for poor ground conditions, but by FBC the contractor has sufficiently developed their proposals so as to avoid part or all of these and thus the specific abnormal funding will not be required. In this case the funding for that specific abnormal will be withdrawn.   
35.	If PfS is unable to support or fund these additional abnormal costs then authorities will need to fund them themselves or re-scope their proposals.  The proforma that local authorities and PfS will use to determine abnormals funding is at Annex F, together with a guide to completing it. Should the funding not be required for legitimate abnormal items across the project, then overall project funding will be reduced accordingly
Indicative funding level and final allocation
36.	Authorities entering the programme will be provided with an indicative funding envelope for their schemes. This is based on information provided in the Readiness to Deliver submissions from authorities in 2006. The envelope will give authorities an indication of the 50:35:15 based funding they can expect to receive for the schools they have prioritised. This indicative envelope will evolve further as authorities finalise the project scope, and the number of pupil places, including those with special needs, are agreed, as part of the Strategy for Change (SfC) process.  Schools that were not part of the original submission are unlikely to be included.  
37.	Authorities should carefully consider the balance of new build to refurbishment so that they have sufficient flexibility across their programme, to ensure that later schools are not disadvantaged by any un-planned over-spend at earlier schools.  The level of refurbishment work can be more easily flexed during construction than the level of new build.  This is particularly relevant where authorities may experience high exceptional abnormals costs, which may not be fully funded by the programme.
38.	When the SfC envelope is finalised it will be further adjusted when the Outline Business Case is prepared, or Stage 1 Business Case (S1BC) (if applicable) following PfS analysis of changes in location factor and inflation. Costs will be inflated to the same base date for the whole wave (the Reconciliation Date) and funding inflated to the construction start dates.   
39.	Once the SfC funding envelope is agreed there is no more funding available for the prioritised group of schools in the first phase. However, as each phase of the project is brought forward, costs will be adjusted for changes in construction inflation from the Reconciliation Date to the start of construction, location factor, and for programme level efficiencies.






41.	All BSF funding is allocated and paid to the local authority and not direct to any school, regardless of type, ensuring that the predominant contractual relationship with the private sector partner is through the local authority. 
42.	There are three types of BSF funding, and a project may be funded by one, two, or a combination of all three. 
43.	Capital grant will be allocated to authorities which have projects procured through design and build contracts, and will be used to fund the ICT element of projects. Payments will be made to local authorities by the DCSF, through the Standards Fund (Grant 204), following financial close.
44.	Following the fixing of funding at the OBC stage, local authorities should advise PfS of their projected cash flow phasing, to enable the DCSF to make allocations in the financial year in which funds are needed to pay the contractor.  Authorities should provide this quarterly to PfS in the table at Annex C, if profiles have changed from the previous quarter.  Initially, PfS will populate this table and issue it to authorities where it can be amended.  
45.	When closure is reached on a sample scheme, grant will be made available for ICT on a school by school basis to coincide with payments to contractors.  This should aid the local authority in rolling out an ICT managed service across the programme. 
46.	Supported borrowing may be provided as part of a project allocation.  However, it is not yet clear what, if any, supported borrowing will be allocated to BSF and further advice will be provided to authorities when the Treasury’s Comprehensive Spending Review is complete.  Should supported borrowing be allocated, authorities will receive funding as a revenue stream provided by the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) as part of their Revenue Support Grant (RSG) allocation.
47.	PFI Credits will be provided for projects procured through a PFI scheme.  Authorities will receive revenue funding through the DCLG.  More detail on PFI credits is included at Annex D.
B.	FUNDING ASSUMPTIONS

48.	This section provides details of the assumptions on cost and floor space which underpin funding allocations to authorities. Local authorities should not treat our funding methodology as a substitute for independent technical and financial advice on their specific projects.
Funding allocation by work type

49.	The school area formulae applied to school projects is set out in the following table.  A base floor area is applied to each school, and additional floor space is funded on a per pupil basis, which varies by age.






51.	Base Funding - Funding for new build is calculated from the new build base cost e.g. £1080/m2 at 1Q03 prices. This will be adjusted by the Department’s location factor for the area (updated yearly) and the construction inflation forecast (DTI pubsec index) to the Reconciliation Date for the wave to give the SfC funding figures. Then, as the OBC or subsequent S1BC is developed the funding is adjusted to the planned start of construction. The base build construction cost is an out-turn cost and thus includes preliminaries, contingencies, overheads and profit etc.
52.	Abnormals, site costs and fees - external works and abnormals are funded at up to 17% (12% for external works and 5% for abnormals), fees are 12.5%. Fees, external works and abnormal costs are automatically adjusted for inflation as they are a multiple of the base build cost.
53.	 For new build PFI schools, funding will generally not be provided beyond the benchmark allocation because of the ratchet effect on programme funding that PFI credits have, as they are allocated as a multiple of the build cost (Annex D).
Funding for remodelling

54.	For mainstream the funding allocation is up to a maximum of £700/m2 (1Q03) for the area being refurbished. For SEN schools and PRUs the funding is higher at £800/m2. This includes preliminaries and contingencies etc. The actual cost required to refurbish a building will vary depending on the degree of work required and in some instances may exceed this. However, as this represents approximately 70% of the new build cost, authorities should carefully consider the value for money of projects where refurbishment costs exceed this base benchmark. Costs are built up in the same manner to new build, except that:
a.	fees are at 15%;
b.	F&E is allocated at a lower rate relating to the percentage of remodelling (as set out in the table at paragraph 36, below); and 




55.	Funding for minor works is up to £150/m2 and is structured in the same manner as refurbishment except that there is no allocation for F&E.
Special Schools and resource provision

56.	The SEN funding formulae allocate a base gross area for any special school, which varies depending on the type. In line with the latest draft of BB77, there are four types of special school: 

	Range 1: BESD;
	Range 2: Broad Range with no PMLD or severe PD;
	Range 3: Broad Range with less than 50% PMLD or severe PD; 
	Range 4: Broad Range with more than 50% PMLD or severe PD. 

The first caters for Behaviour Emotional and Social Difficulties (BESD) and the remainder cater for a broad range of needs, with increasing area for Profound Multiple Learning Difficulties (PMLD) or severe Physical Disability (PD).

57.	Where schools in range 3 or 4 require a hydrotherapy pool, and related specialist equipment, then this will be funded as an abnormal cost covering the cost of new build or refurbishment as necessary. Across a typical authority, such provision might be required at one in every three special schools. 
58.	The formulae then allocate an area per pupil place but this is the same for all secondary places and all early years and primary places, whatever the type of special school.
59.	Mainstream schools with resourced provision that caters for a specific number of pupils with severe or complex SEN or sensory impairments will be allocated an area per pupil place to cover additional area or equipment costs. This will depend on the type of resourced provision:
	Range 5: additional provision for pupils based in mainstream classes and on roll in the mainstream school;
	Range 6: specialist provision for pupils based in a resource base, and on roll in that base which would provide places over and above those in the mainstream school.





60.	For new schools, F&E is allocated at £1,000 per pupil for mainstream and PRUs, and at £3,500 per place at a Special School. For remodelled schools, the per pupil figure is calculated by multiplying the £1000 base figure by the percentage rate of new build area, plus half the base figure rate by the percentage rate of refurbished area. There is no allowance for areas which are benefiting from only minor refurbishment or less. How F&E funding is used will be a matter for local decision. F&E costs will be inflation adjusted by RPIX rather than the DTI Pubsec index. This is not necessarily the amount which will be spent on each pupil place as the authority has flexibility to allocate the funds across its schools in accordance with local need.
61.	This table illustrates the per pupil figure calculation using the mainstream F&E rate (1Q03):

Gross floor area proportion	F&E funding/pupil
New build	Refurb	Minor	Unaffected	
100%				£1000
50%	50%			£750 (50%x £1000 +50%x0.5 x £1000)
40%	40%	10%	10%	£600 (40% x £1000 +40%x0.5 x £1000)
10%	40%		50%	£300 (10% x £1000 +40%x0.5 x £1000)





62.	The funding allowance for ICT is calculated on the basis of £1,450 per funded pupil place. This is not necessarily the amount which will be spent on each pupil across the board as each LA will need to discuss with schools how to provide for the higher cost of specialist ICT equipment for pupils with special educational needs. This funding is also available for recently built schools, where local authorities can demonstrate that this funding will join effectively with other BSF ICT funding as part of a strategic estate-wide ICT managed service. 
63.	The number of pupils to receive ICT funding will be for those set out in the 10 year forecast in the SfC. However, when aggregate school rolls are falling by more than 5%, we will fund on the pupil numbers from a shorter forecast period so as to more closely match numbers for when schools re-open after BSF. If a school has a PFI funded ICT contract then this additional funding is unlikely to be unavailable. This funding is in addition to £225 per pupil for ICT-related buildings and connectivity work. There is no inflation indexation of this figure, as ICT unit costs are not expected to rise. This allowance is not hypothecated – local prioritisation will determine in detail how funding is used within the overall envelope.
64.	ICT funding is expected to be provided in the form of capital grant (although some supported borrowing may be allocated), and local authorities will be expected to join this with their own revenue budgets to provide ICT under a managed service contractual arrangement.
Inflation

65.	Prices at 1Q03 will be adjusted to the expected construction start date, using the DTI Public Sector Index (Pubsec). This measures construction tender price inflation in the public sector (non-housing). The index value can be found in “Quarterly Building Price & Cost Indices for Public Sector Construction Works” published quarterly by the DTI (email: dti@tudorseed.co.uk). Updates of the indices will be relayed to local authorities by their PfS Project Director. Should the date that an index is required for be beyond the forecast range of the Pubsec Index, the trend rate should be projected forward as follows: if the forecast stops at Q2 with an index of 170 and Q1 is 168, then the trend rate is 170/168 and the resulting Pubsec Index for Q3 is 170 multiplied by 170/168. 
66.	Inflation is applied to costs up to the start of construction as the Index is based on accepted tender prices which thus include an allowance for inflation during the build period. In exceptional circumstances PfS may allow additional construction inflation beyond the start of construction to reflect difficult phased projects and this later date is called the Funding start. 
67.	Where the index changes, up or down, between the initial indicative or SfC funding allocation and OBC or S1BC approval, the funding allocation will be revised accordingly. After OBC or S1BC the authority will bear the risk of cost increases due to changes in inflation to that forecast at OBC or S1BC, and increases in cost due to delays in forecast construction start dates. 
68.	RPIX is the Retail Price Index excluding mortgage interest rates. It informs F&E inflation in BSF's funding allocation. The RPIX rate used will be the average annual rate since Jan 2003 and the start of construction. This rate is presently 2.5%, and this will be reviewed bi-annually.  





70.	The Location Factor is the multiplier applied to base construction costs to reflect differences in the cost of construction across the country. This is generated annually by the DCSF and can be found at www.teachernet.gov.uk/_doc/10463/DCSF%20location%20factors.xls (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​_doc​/​10463​/​DfES%20location%20factors.xls​). Where a joint procurement is proposed between 2 or more local authorities, it may be possible to use a single location factor, subject to agreement.  PfS has begun a review of Location Factors in determining BSF funding allocations, and the results of this will be reported in due course. 
71.	The Location Factor is fixed as each phase is brought forward. Although the Location Factor is based on tender prices and is thus forward looking, because it is updated annually we accept that local hot spots can build up which are not yet reflected in the factor, though this will be limited where projects are phased. In exceptional circumstances PfS will thus consider revising an authority’s Location Factor for the specific phase of its local project which this affects.  


Worked example with mix of build types




73.	BSF will only fund life cycle costs for projects supported by PFI credits as life cycle funding is an integral part of the PFI approach. Where investment is delivered conventionally, authorities are expected to use their own resources to maintain these buildings, to avoid there being schools with diverging standards. Local authorities will be required to demonstrate the affordability of their life cycle proposals in their OBC.
74.	The life cycle element of the PFI multiplier is calculated as a percentage of original capital costs. The higher percentage for Refurbishment/ Minor Works (40%) than New Build (28%) reflects the fact that older refurbished buildings are likely to require higher lifecycle costs. BSF does not fund lifecycle for F&E, ICT hardware or ICT infrastructure. As demolition, asbestos removal and the costs of temporary accommodation do not contribute to the actual replacement cost of the building they are excluded from the lifecycle calculation.


C.	RECEIPTS, EFFICIENCIES AND ABATEMENT OF OTHER DCSF CAPITAL FUNDING
Land Sales
75.	Within BSF there are two underlying principles in relation to capital receipts: 
	that the programme and local authority/school should share in any estate rationalisation efficiencies enabled by the provision of significant investment; and,
	that the benchmark funding envelope is not reduced at the outset, so that authorities are better able to match funding and the release of capital receipts to programme capital requirements. 
76.	The SfC should indicate sites and part sites that will no longer be needed by the authority and the price expected – whether, for example, due to falling rolls or an amalgamation with another school - once BSF investment has been completed, and the time from which they are expected to become available.  
77.	In disposing of whole sites or parts of sites, authorities are able to keep half of the capital receipt per site above and in addition to the first £300k per school.  Where a school is moving to a new site the cost of acquiring the site and making it suitable for development can be offset against the aggregate capital receipt across the wave, before the BSF programme share is calculated. In this case, the programme and LA will share 50% of the remaining capital receipt, and the £300k offset will not apply.  The examples below illustrate the policy.
Example 1			Example 2	
				
School A closes 	£1m receipt 		School A relocates 	£1m receipts 




Retained (sch A and B) £600k	 		land acq'n £500k	 
50% share £950k	50% share £950k		land dev't £200k	 
 	 		Retained (sch B) £300k	 
 	 		50% share £750k	50% share £750k
Total £1.55m	Total £950k		Total £1.75m	Total £750k

78.	To make a new site developable might require a new external access road to the site, extending utility services to the site, or burying o/head power lines, etc. These costs can be funded from the aggregate capital receipt, before the BSF programme share is calculated, as long as they relate to the site. If these are peripheral to the development of the site (i.e. the Highways Dept asks for a roundabout to be installed so that an adjacent site can also be developed) they will need to be funded from the LA’s share of the capital receipt. All costs to make the site developable should be itemized in the Infrastructure section of the abnormals pro-forma as a gross item, and detailed on site plans. These costs will need to be agreed with PfS so that at OBC the net aggregate capital receipt can be agreed. 

79.	Site costs and abnormal costs associated with building a new school on a new site will be dealt with in the normal way. We expect the new site to be acceptable for a school, i.e. to be no different from any other existing site in the locality where schools have been previously built. Thus there can be abnormal costs as long as these are within normal bounds. Where abnormal costs across the wave exceed what PfS can fund, the excess will need to be met by the LA, as is currently the case. 

80.	Where school buildings on a site to be sold are to be demolished it will be treated as an abnormal as we do currently. If the LA wishes to retain the current school buildings on the existing site but demolish buildings on the new site we will fund this as an abnormal up to a maximum cost equivalent to the abnormal funding we would allocate for demolishing the current school buildings. 

81.	The cost of Section 106 or 278 agreements struck between the LA and its own Planning Dept are for the LA to negotiate and fund from its share of the capital receipt. 
  
82.	For VA schools, proceeds from sale of assets will conform to Annex C of the Blue Book available on:  www.teachernet.gov.uk/management/resourcesfinanceandbuilding/funding/voluntaryaidedschools/vabluebook (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​management​/​resourcesfinanceandbuilding​/​funding​/​voluntaryaidedschools​/​vabluebook​)  
83.	Section 77 (of the Schools Standards & Framework Act 1998) rules that govern the sale of school playing fields, along with the usual prioritisation criterion, apply equally to BSF and in such cases the sharing of capital receipts does not apply.  Given the strategic area wide investment inherent in BSF, it is expected that a LA’s SBC takes a holistic approach to the provision of playing fields so that any land released when rationalising a site(s) is more than compensated for by provision of sports facilities elsewhere.   Further information can be found at: www.publications.teachernet.gov.uk/default.aspx?PageFunction=productdetails&PageMode=publications&ProductId=DfE-1017-2004& (​http:​/​​/​www.publications.teachernet.gov.uk​/​default.aspx?PageFunction=productdetails&PageMode=publications&ProductId=DfE-1017-2004&​)  
Programme efficiencies
84.	The baseline input costs outlined in section B are likely to change over time as a result of construction efficiencies.  From the evidence provided by our cost benchmarking system, it is intended that future funding for a comparable level of quality and school type, will be allocated on the average out-turn price benchmarked across the market. Any change to the base funding rate will only be applied at the start of a new wave; it is not intended to alter funding rates for different phases within a wave. Authorities will need to decide what target price they set in accordance with the continuous improvement cost structure bid by the private sector partner in the original procurement.
85.	Once the private sector partner is appointed after the formation of the Local Education Partnership (LEP) their detailed involvement may mean that it might be possible to accelerate the construction programme put forward in the OBC. Should this be the case and thus less construction inflation funding is required, PfS will share equally with the authority the inflation saving in each S1BC that is beyond that caused by moving an individual school project by one quarter.
Abatement of other DCSF capital funding
July 2007 – new proposals are subject to a DCSF consultation, so existing policy may change 
86.	In order to avoid double funding, schools receiving BSF investment will not be eligible for certain DCSF capital funding allocations as indicated in the table below: 
Wave 4
	2008-09	2009-10	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13
DFC		Not eligible	Not eligible	Not eligible	Not eligible
Modernisation	Not eligible	Not eligible	Not eligible	Not eligible	
Basic Need	Not eligible	Not eligible	Not eligible	Not eligible	Not eligible

87.	DFC will be block excluded for all the schools in a BSF project for four years from the second year that an authority can access funding for their project, irrespective of when an individual school receives its investment.  This leaves local authorities to manage abatement for individual schools such that the timing of the abatement matches the local delivery programme. For PFI funded schools, DFC will be renewed after the fifth year at 65% of the full rate, all non-PFI funded schools will receive 100% of their entitlement. 
88.	Those schools included in BSF which were previously remodelled under a PFI contract and thus whose DFC has already been abated will not have their DFC abated a second time.





90.	Three distinct financial models have been developed to be used by authorities and their financial advisers.  
91.	The Funding Allocation Model is a whole life cost model that calculates the BSF capital funding allocation for an authority and reflects the assumptions outlined in this guidance.  It will be populated by PfS according to these guidelines, be based on an authority's initial Expression of Interest, and be distributed with the indicative funding allocation letter.  The model is designed so that an authority will be able to change the inputs to the model either to explore different delivery options (such as new build, remodelling etc) or in order to get a more accurate assessment of final funding allocation (to the extent that there is movement in assumptions such as the number of pupils).  More detail on how to populate the model is provided at Annex E.  This model must be submitted at SfC, OBC and each S1BC.
92.	The Unitary Charge Model is a simple PFI Unitary Charge estimation model (a "Shadow Unitary Charge" model) that provides authorities with an estimate of a unitary charge for a given set of inputs, the output of which, the profile of the unitary charge, is used in the Affordability Model.  The model may provide a multiplier above that generally funded at 1.65 because it is not designed as a taut, financially engineered shadow bid model.  However, in most cases the model should prove flexible enough to provide authorities with the confidence at OBC or S1BC as to the project’s affordability, but when finalising their affordability assessment, authorities are encouraged to liaise with their technical and financial advisers, who will be able to undertake a more sophisticated estimate of the Unitary Charge. There is no obligation to use the simplified model provided here.  




Funding for Special Schools and resource provision
1.	The base floor area and space per pupil used in determining funding allocations for special schools is shown below. It should be noted that the SEN area formula is gross (i.e. net area plus circulation, plant, area of internal walls, toilets/changing etc) rather than net.
School area formulae:		
	Base area m2	Area/pupil m2
		Primary-age	Secondary- age
Gross area 			
Special schools type 1 and 2	1700*	14	21
Special schools type 3 	2000	14	21
Special schools type 4	2100	14	21
Resource provision type 5	-	14	14
Resource provision type 6	-	14	21
* 1100 for type 1 if primary only

Types of Special School 
2.	The definition of the different types of special school follow:
Type 1: Behaviour Emotional and Social Difficulties (BESD)
Pupils are mostly ambulant, very active, rarely have physical disabilities but need more personal space and a sports hall for indoor activity. There are usually up to 8 pupils in a teaching group.

Type 2: Broad Range with no Profound Multiple Learning Difficulties (PMLD) or severe Physical Disability
Pupils are ambulant; some are active or may have behaviour needs. Needs may include Moderate Learning Difficulties with additional needs, Severe Learning Difficulties, Speech Language Communication Needs, Autism and Moderate Physical Disability. There are usually up to 8 pupils for severe needs or up to 10 pupils for moderate needs in a teaching group. There will be                                                                                                              small support rooms, sensory rooms, soft play and other therapy bases, but limited use of mobility equipment and no hydrotherapy pool.
Type 3: Broad Range with less than 50% Profound Multiple Learning Difficulties or severe Physical Disability
Pupils are ambulant, active. Some have behaviour needs Moderate Learning Difficulties with additional needs, Severe Learning Difficulties or Autism but less than 50% have severe physical disabilities or PMLD. There are up to 8 pupils in a teaching group. As well as support rooms and sensory rooms, there will be specialist resource bases for pupils with PMLD or ASD and hydrotherapy, physiotherapy, accessible toilet/changing rooms, with use of mobility equipment.
Type 4: Broad Range with more than 50% Profound Multiple Learning Difficulties or severe Physical Disability  
Pupils have severe complex needs (such as severe autism, Moderate Learning Difficulties with severe additional needs, Severe Learning Difficulties, behaviour needs and PMLD). There are up to 8 pupils in a teaching group, in larger teaching spaces to support inclusive teaching, therapy and heavy use and storage of mobility equipment and specially adapted equipment. 

Types of Resourced Provision
3.	Mainstream schools with resourced provision may be allocated an area per pupil place to cover additional area or equipment costs over and above the allocated funding based on BB98, which allows for specialist facilities such as multi-use spaces to support local needs, small rooms used for learning and behaviour support or for SEN services, or spaces for medical or therapy use, equipment, storage circulation and toilets.
Type 5: additional provision for pupils based in mainstream classes
For example, a group of between 10 - 12 pupils with sensory impairment who are mostly in the mainstream school but use a specialist resource base on a timetabled basis along with spaces for support and outreach. 
Type 6: specialist provision for pupils based in a resource base
For example, a group of between 10 -12 pupils with autism who are mostly in the resource base, which provides for general and specialist subjects and will be robust, safe, have facilities for outreach and a recreation space. 





1.	Current VAT regulations affect different BSF schools in different ways.  

2.	VAT will not normally be chargeable on new build schools, subject to satisfying rules about non-business use (see Para 4 below), and local authorities can reclaim VAT costs incurred on remodelled and refurbished schools under Section 33 of the VAT Act 1994.  However, these regulations do not extend to Academies and schools in the voluntary aided sector.

3.	VA schools in PFI schemes do not have the same difficulties, as they are treated in the same way as all other local authority schools. A summary of the expected VAT treatment for different types of schools follows:


BSF Contract	Local Authority Foundation / Trust School / 	Voluntary Aided (VA) School	Academy
Design & Build (New Build)	Recoverable	Zero rating	Zero rating
Design & Build (Refurbishment)	Recoverable	Not recoverable	Not recoverable 
PFI	Recoverable	Recoverable	Recoverable
ICT – Capital milestone payments	Recoverable	Not recoverable  	Not recoverable 
ICT – Revenue element	Recoverable	Recoverable	Not recoverable
FM Contract	Recoverable	Recoverable	Not recoverable




4.	To ensure that, at the local level, the different affects of VAT regulations are equalised, the DCSF and PfS have agreed to fund the VAT liabilities for schools which cannot be recovered under the current regulations.  For voluntary aided schools, this means that additional funding will be provided for the remodelled/refurbished elements of projects.  For Academies, agreement has been reached with HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) that where an academy is developed on land owned by the local authority, then the operation of a lease arrangement will allow VAT to be recovered by the authority.  Where an academy is not sited on local authority land, PfS will consider the VAT implications.

5.	   The additional VAT funding will be fixed at the OBC stage and neither PfS nor the DCSF will enter into negotiations with authorities about the detail of VAT liabilities.  Local authorities will be expected to manage their own tax affairs within the new funding envelope, and should engage with their financial advisers to minimise the VAT burden for their schemes. 
6.	Funding will be calculated on the following basis: 


VA schools	D&B new build	D&B refurb/minor 
Construction	Zero rated	Standard rated
Fees	Zero rated	Standard rated
Site costs	Zero rated	Standard rated
Abnormals	Zero rated	Standard rated
Fixed F&E (35%)	Standard rated to 1/3	Standard rated to 1/3
Loose F&E (65%)	Standard rated	Standard rated





Extended use of new build schools

8.	While it is expected that the new build elements of BSF projects will be “zero rated”, local authorities need to be mindful of the implications for retaining the zero-rating certificate, of facilitating wider use of the newly built facilities by the wider community.  VAT regulations can restrict the level of charged wider use before a VAT liability arises.  Local authorities should consult with their financial advisers to ensure that the VAT implications of their plans are fully understood.







1.	Following the fixing of funding at the Outline Business Case stage, PfS will ask local authorities to provide a projected phasing of cash flows for the scheme.  This will, in turn, inform the DCSF payment of capital grant to authorities to ensure that funds are available when they are needed to pay the contractor.  




Funding for PFI schemes 
1.	This note sets out the key information in relation to PFI credits required by local authorities when assessing the affordability of their BSF PFI schemes.  It should be read in conjunction with other published guidance such as the DCLG PFI guidance notes and the Local Government PFI Annuity Grant Determination. www.local.communities.gov.uk/pfi/pfigrant.htm (​http:​/​​/​www.local.communities.gov.uk​/​pfi​/​pfigrant.htm​)     

2.	Local authorities will be advised of the level of PFI credits to be allocated as part of the Funding Allocation Model prior to submission of the OBC to PfS.  The credits will be calculated by the application of a ‘multiplier’ (which is currently 1.65 for sample schools) to the capital cost of those schemes delivered through PFI.  The multiplier for enabling works, such as demolitions and asbestos removal, which do not have a lifecycle element, attract a multiplier of 1.25.

3.	The multiplier is set at a rate which assumes a contribution from the local authority that has been assessed by PfS and the DCSF, through work with Pathfinder and Wave 1 Authorities, to be affordable.  This rate will be reviewed annually by PfS, in light of market conditions, changes to the discount rate and scaling factor set by DCLG, and programme efficiencies.    

4.	For any PFI schools delivered as sample schemes there will be no further adjustment to the level of PFI credits following the approval of the OBC (ie when the DCSF OBC Endorsement Letter is issued following PRG review). For non sample PFI schools in the same Wave of BSF Funding, the level of credits will be indicative at OBC stage as the allocated funding will only be fixed at Stage 1 approval.  However, unless exceptional circumstances apply, the only adjustments to the allocated funding between OBC and Stage 1 approval will be for updated location factors (as published by DCSF),  and updated forecasts of the DTI PUBSEC index and to changes in programme funding arising from the benchmarking process.  

5.	Similarly, only in exceptional circumstances (e.g. introducing remodelling elements into a previously 100% new build scheme) will there be any further adjustments to the ‘multiplier’ used to set the PFI credits.  

6.	The 1.65 multiplier covers the assumed LEP set up and bid costs, life cycle costs, financing cash flows and tax flows as well as the initial capital value of the project.  Bid costs are expected to fall during the period of LEP exclusivity and this will impact on the level of PFI Credits provided.  Indicative modelling suggests that the multiplier will be reduced by 0.01 points for every £0.2m reduction in bid costs below £2.5m.  PFI bid costs will in time be benchmarked, with the average across the BSF programme used to update the annual review of credit support.
7.	The multiplier will also be affected by the percentage of new build on any site.  The lower the level of new build the higher the multiplier because lifecycle maintenance is needed for a greater floor area than is being replaced.  Indicative modelling shows that the multiple increase will vary according to whether the area not being rebuilt receives major or minor refurbishment, the latter being higher.  For example, assuming 90% of the area is new build with the remainder receiving major or minor refurbishment, then the multiplier would increase to 1.67 and 1.69 respectively. 
8.	DCLG’s PFI grant framework will apply.  Both interest rate and scaling factor are set together at the OBC or S1BC.  Grant is assessed on an annuity basis and for 2005/6 the interest rate is 6.3% with a scaling factor of 1.0.  The scaling factor is in line with the Revenue Support Grant but because it will not vary year on year will not exceed 1.
9.	For PFI schools funded in a subsequent Wave of BSF Funding a separate OBC approval will be required.
    
PFI Annuity Grant Interest Rate and Scaling Factor

10.	The PFI Annuity Grant Interest Rate (‘the Interest Rate’) is used to calculate the annual annuity grant payments made to local authorities in respect of PFI schemes.  This is published annually by DCLG in the PFI Annuity Grant Determination.  The interest rate is fixed in the year in which the project is endorsed, and does not vary for any particular project during the period it is paid grant.

11.	A scaling factor was introduced for PFI annuity grant in 2005/06, with a maximum rate of 1.0.  It will operate in the same way as the Interest Rate, in that it will be set when the project is endorsed and will not vary during the period of payment of grant.

With respect to an OBC relating to a wave of BSF funding:

	For PFI sample schools, the Interest Rate will be set at the rate prevailing at the point at which the OBC Endorsement Letter is issued by DCSF.
	For non-sample PFI schools in the same Wave of BSF Funding, the Interest Rate will be set at the rate prevailing at the point at which Stage 1 approval is issued by the local authority to the LEP.

12.	The following interest rates have been issued by DCLG:








13.	For the purpose of assessing affordability at the OBC stage, local authorities should take a prudent approach to estimating the PFI annuity grant payments for phases of schemes in later years where the Interest Rate has not yet been issued by Treasury.










Commencement of PFI Annuity Grant Payments

15.	Within each BSF Phase there may be one or more schools delivered through PFI.  In most circumstances it is envisaged that all PFI credits for a BSF Phase will be drawn down upon handover of the first permanent building in that phase the Services Availability Date for the first School (but will not be triggered by payments for interim services or temporary assets).  

16.	There are, however, a number of circumstances where PfS may arrange for the PFI credits to be allocated in instalments. These are as follows:

	Where there is an extended construction programme (such that the period from the handover of the first building to the last building is over one year) 
	Where the delivery of the phase of PFI schools is such that one facility of a small capital value compared to other schools in the phase is delivered early (e.g. where a PRU or similar unit is delivered several months earlier than the one or more mainstream schools).   

17.	In these circumstances PfS will agree the instalment profile (based on the capital value of the schools) with the local authority during the development of the OBC.

ANNEX E
Funding Allocation Model (FAM)

The Model
1.	The purpose of the model is as follows:
	For PfS to set the initial funding envelope for an authority’s project when it is prioritised for BSF;
	For local authorities to use in their appraisal of whole life cost options during their SfC, OBC and S1BC;
	To generate inputs to be entered in the Unitary Charge Model; and,
	To provide the numerical collection format for the scope of proposals at SfC, OBC and S1BC, for which the whole model must be submitted.
The Model has been designed to estimate the funding available from BSF according to the type of building, the type of work and the number of pupils in the facilities. The whole life costs of the resulting buildings will be also be estimated.
2.	Software Environment
The FAM has been created using a Microsoft Excel 2000 spreadsheet.  The FAM contains seven integrated worksheets within a single workbook, plus a title sheet. The Excel Analysis ToolPak add-in should be loaded.  To load this add-in, when in Excel, users should select “Tools” from the drop down menu, and select “Add-Ins”.  The user should then check the box next to “Analysis ToolPak” and click “OK”.
3.	User Access
The user access to the FAM is limited to the designated user input areas on the “Programme Assumptions” and “School Input” worksheets whose cells are formatted as green.  To preserve its integrity other cells and worksheets in the FAM can only be altered, in certain circumstances, for the SfC, OBC and S1BC submission as paragraph 29.
4.	Periodicity






5.	The FAM contains eight worksheets designed to separate the inputs, calculations and outputs as follows:
	Prog Assums (programme assumptions);
	School_Input;
	FAM summary;
	UC model summary (unitary charge);
	Spend curves;
	WLC (whole life cost); 
	Phasing Calcs; and,
	Index values.


















6.	This sheet contains assumptions that are applied across all the schools in the local authority. Cells highlighted in orange are PfS Programme Assumptions and should not be altered by the local authority. Local authorities should only amend the cells with a green background. The categories of inputs relate to macroeconomic, capital cost, maintenance assumptions and school area. The data format and numeric units required are displayed to the user when the user clicks the cursor on the relevant cell. User inputs are separated into key areas within the input page.  
7.	Macro Economic Assumptions
Estimate date is the date at which this modelling is undertaken and the input costs are estimated. The DTI Public Sector Index corresponding to the Estimate Date is automatically entered from the lookup table. The date entered must be the first of the month so as to link to the lookup table.
The Reconciliation Date is the base date allocated by PfS for all projects in a wave so that their costs are more easily comparable. For wave 2 this is 1Q07, for wave 3 this is 1Q08.
The Model Start Date should be set for the beginning of the financial year when the first school project commences construction on site, the date entered will also be automatically entered for the discount rate base date. This will be the first year of the whole life cost model.
8.	Capital cost assumptions
The base date for all construction related costs is 1Q03 with a corresponding DTI pubsec index of 144. The model inflates all costs from this base point firstly to the Estimate Date, then to the wave Reconciliation date, and then to the Funding Start for each school. Capital cost assumptions are listed in Appendix A1
9.	Maintenance Assumptions
Cost Profile - After construction completion, lifecycle and replacement costs start to be incurred. The cost profiles determine how these lifecycle and maintenance costs are spent over the duration of the project. Cells [B70 to B119] refer to the semi-annual period after construction completion. 
The lifecycle percentages for new and refurbished areas entered in the model are those that PfS has used in calculating the PFI multiplier. A percentage of the total lifecycle has been entered into each of the cells for each period. Authorities can over-write these percentages as paragraph 96.
The preset percentages for Lifecycle – New Build/ Unaffected and Lifecycle – Refurb/ Minor add up to 100% as they will be applied to the school project lifecycle costs over the life of the project.
The percentages authorities can enter for the lifecycle for F&E Replacement, ICT Infrastructure Replacement, and ICT Hardware Replacement do not need to add up to 100% as these percentages are applied to the original costs for these items, rather than to the project lifecycle costs as above. The total replacement costs over the life of the project may be higher or lower than the initial capital costs. For example, the replacement costs for ICT Hardware over the life of project will exceed the initial capital costs by a considerable factor, with say a 100% refresh every 7 years
The preset values in Lifecycle for F&E Replacement, ICT Infrastructure Replacement and ICT Hardware Replacement are indicative cost profiles and serve as a guideline only.

School Input
10.	This worksheet contains all of the inputs and assumptions that are school specific. Dates should be input in the dd/mm/yy format.  All monetary inputs should be on a consistent basis. 
The input categories relate to project information, pupil numbers, proposed gross floor area (GFA), area of new build or refurbishment, project dates and indices, additional abnormal costs, costs not funded by PfS and FM costs.
Starting from Row [121] the total capital and lifecycle costs and the annual FM costs are calculated. These figures are used in conjunction with the spend curve to calculate the whole life costs in the “WLC” sheet. 
At SBC, OBC and S1BC authorities can over-ride certain pre-programmed grey calculation cells concerning:
(i)	construction costs and site costs in rows [123 and 124], and [153 and 154], as more detailed cost development has been undertaken, for example if the cost for refurbishment at a particular school varies from the base £700/m2 then authorities can input the real cost/m2, or a larger or smaller percentage for site costs than the set level, the pre-funded abnormals percentage should not be altered; The build rate can be changed from 100% to any value so that the building Capex amount can be adjusted so that  funding at SBC can be allocated at per school basis rather than the nominal rate.. This does not include PFI schools were the rate is fixed. 
(ii)	the level of fees in rows [128 and 158];
(iii)	F&E costs in rows [137 and 167]; 
(iv)	ICT infrastructure costs in rows [141 and 172]; and,
(v)	ICT Hardware costs in rows [143 and 172].
Any changes should only be undertaken with the agreement of PfS and with reference to the agreed funding envelope, i.e. if costs are increased at one school they should be balanced by reductions elsewhere, (excluding the effects of changes in inflation and location factors).  Changes can only be applied to refurbished schools and not to new PFI funded schools which are funded at the set rates. Where changes are agreed and executed, these cells will automatically change to a yellow background. No other cells should be amended, to protect the integrity of the model. 
11.	Project Information
This section contains the basic information for each school. Most of the inputs are self-explanatory.  Guidance for some of the inputs is provided below. 
School Type should be chosen using the dropdown box.
Procurement Phase refers to which phase of the project the school will be delivered in, for example a project of 11 schools might be split into 3 phases 
Number of Sites based on LMS – where a school has a split site as indicated in the local management of schools system, enter the number of sites (not off-site sports facilities), this is pre-set to be an integer i.e. cannot be zero.
Capital Receipt from Land sale – for any capital receipts enter the anticipated sale value at the planned sale date.
Existing GFA is the gross floor area in existing buildings. 
Site Area is the current external area including offsite sports facilities.
12.	Pupil numbers
Pupil numbers need to be entered where relevant for: 
i)	Mainstream School – KS2 in Middle Schools (9-11), KS3 (11-14), KS4 (14-16) and Post 16, Pupil Referral Units (PRU), SEN in mainstream schools (Resource provision type 5 or 6) and SEN in separate resource base (Resource provision type 1 -4)
Current Number on Roll (NOR) refers to the current pupil numbers that are in the existing school. 
Under Planned NOR, the number of pupils on roll at the school as agreed in the Education Vision should be entered. Before SBC these will need to be agreed with PfS

13.	Proposed GFA
The proposed base scope by area for each school activity (mainstream schools, SEN, PRU or local authority funded supplementary areas) should be entered. These are automatically compared to the benchmark figures as allocated by the space:pupil formulae. 
14.	Proposed Work Split
This section allows users to specify the area for each type of work (New Build, Refurbishment, Minor refurbishment and Unaffected) to be applied to each school activity.  The total area entered for each school activity should be the same as the proposed area entered in the previous section. This is checked in the next 2 columns. Data can also be entered for non BSF funded supplementary areas.
15.	Inflation/Dates
The Base Date, Estimate Date and Reconciliation Date are common to all schools. They are therefore directly linked from the “Prog Assums” sheet. 
This section allows users to input the Start of Construction, Funding Start and Handover Date and the Operating Period for each of the schools. 

The start of construction (SC) should be entered, the DTI pubsec Index for that date will be automatically entered form the lookup table.

Funding Start (FS) should match the start of construction date as should the relevant DTI pubsec index. In exceptional circumstances PfS may allow additional construction inflation beyond the start of construction date in which case the Funding Start and associated DTI pubsec index can be changed to a later date and higher index.

Handover Date is the date when the finished school is handed over to the local authority, this is assumed to be 1 day after the end of construction. 

Operations Period will determine the period over which the lifecycle and operating costs are modelled. 

16.	Capital Costs
The capital costs are divided into 3 sub-sections:
i)	Capital Cost (1) – Mainstream School and PRU
ii)	Capital Cost (2) – Special School Pupils 
iii)	Capital Cost (3) – Supplementary Areas
Funding levels for New Build and Refurbishment work are different and are listed in separate columns. The majority of the construction costs in this section are calculated from previous inputs. See paragraph 86 for when it might be possible to over-ride formulaic outputs in this section. As F&E has a different rate of inflation applied to it, it is separated out.
Abnormals with life cycle should only be filled in at OBC or S1BC and valued as at the Estimate Date. Row [126]
 Abnormals without life cycle should only be filled in at OBC or S1BC and valued as at the Estimate Date. Row [129]
Additional Local Authority Contribution refers to any additional funding that the authority contributes to the project to add to that provided by BSF for either mainstream, PRU or SEN, rows [144 or 173] – this is not funding for supplementary areas which should be entered below. 
All costs in Supplementary Areas are not funded by BSF.  They should be entered into the green cells under Capital Cost section 10. The costs should be valued as at the Estimate Date.
Funding – the source of the funding (e.g. DCLG, Primary Care Trust, the authority itself etc) for any supplementary accommodation should be entered and the level of support provided, rows [201 and 202]
17.	Risk Assessment of Total BSF Funded Capital Costs
In rows [209 and 210] of this worksheet, for each school, users can input a risk adjustment factor for new build or refurb which is applied to the total BSF funded capital costs in rows [143 and 172] for these two types of work (excluding ICT hardware).
Local Authorities can use these cells to model different assumptions on the perceived out-turn capital costs of the scheme (where these differ from the assumptions set out elsewhere in the model and on which PfS funding is allocated). It is also useful in modelling the level of risk associated with different development options as part of the options appraisal. 

The results of any risk adjustment are automatically reflected in the capital costs section of the WLC, and in the summary sheets including the UC Model Summary, enabling Local Authorities to easily estimate the UC as a result of running different scenarios on capital costs. The increased cost of lifecycle on the higher risk adjusted capital cost is also automatically reflected in the WLC at the BSF percentages (28% for new and 40% for refurb). This is calculated in row [336].

This does not replace the work Local Authorities will be doing as part of the formal Value for Money assessment (which is undertaken in the HMT VFM model and supporting risk analysis) and will not affect the level of BSF funding. 

18.	Lifecycle Costs Not Funded by BSF
BSF does not fund the lifecycle for conventionally funded schools. For PFI funded schools BSF funds the lifecycle costs of new build, unaffected, and refurbished areas using the assumptions in paragraph 50 (as in “Programme Assumptions” sheet cell C54 and E54). 
If local authorities wish to model the effect of a different level of lifecycle, so that they can quantify internally the risk that private sector bidders take a more favourable or unfavourable view as to the level of lifecycle required, they should enter in row [222 and 224] (Lifecycle Costs- New Build and unaff) the additional lifecycle costs required (as a +/- percentage of total capital costs),
BSF funds the lifecycle cost of Refurbished & Remodelled areas as a fixed percentage of the equivalent new build costs (as in “Programme Assumptions” sheet cell E54). If local authorities again wish to model different levels of lifecycle, they should enter in rows [223 and 225] (Lifecycle Costs- Refurb & Remodel) the additional lifecycle costs required, as above.

A lifecycle percentage can also be entered for LA funded Supplementary areas 

19.	Operating costs
Operating costs entered in rows [241 to 268] are costs incurred for the whole school area (including Mainstream, PRU, SEN and Supplementary Areas). Different units are used for different cost items and users should refer to Column D for the correct units when they enter the costs. The costs entered should be valued as at the Handover Date. The costs currently entered are indicative.
Risk assessment for operating costs should be entered in Row [265]. It is measured as a percentage of total annual costs which is contained in Row [265].  

20.	Income
Annual Income from Catering and any Third Party should be entered in Rows [275-276]. These help to lower the funding requirement for any Non BSF funded costs during the life of the project. The income entered should be valued as at the Handover Date and has the effect of reducing the overall operating cost.

21.	VAT 




If a school is funded via PFI credits then the FAM will automatically calculate the amount of PFI credits available in Rows [376- 390] defined by:-
 Total PFI credit = (Construction Capex - Inflated abnormals without lifecycle) x 1.65 + (Inflated abnormals without lifecycle x 1.25) 
Note:  The PFI credit multiplier (shown here at 1.65) is likely to fall for subsequent project phases where LEP set-up costs have already been met.
23.	Calculations







24.	The “FAM Summary” sheet contains the summary information required for both SBC, OBC and S1BC submissions in the required format for these documents. This summary sheet covers all relevant cost, date and pupil information for each of the schools included in the School Input worksheet.
UC Model Summary

25.	The UC model summary provides the construction and lifecycle cost profiles for input into the UC Model. The summary inputs into the UC Model are set out in terms of ‘phases’, or groups of schools that will be procured at the same time, although this approach is flexible to also provide summary information on single schools being procured.
WLC
26.	This worksheet contains detailed calculations of the whole life costs for each school. This worksheet shall remain inaccessible, but fully visible to the user. The capital and lifecycle costs are grouped into BSF funded costs and non BSF funded costs. The NPV of the total whole life costs (including both BSF funded costs and non BSF funded costs) is calculated for option appraisal during OBC. The inclusion of non BSF funded costs is to assist local authorities to understand the full cost undertakings related to their school buildings. 
Other worksheets
27.	Spend Curves – This worksheet contains the spend curves for all the costs which are used in the “WLC” worksheet for each school.  
28.	Phasing Calcs – This worksheet provides the means by which an estimate of the quantum and phasing of capital and lifecycle costs for the Unitary Charge estimation model.






PfS Programme Assumptions 





Cost base date DTI pubsec index	144
RPIX 	2.5%




Capital Cost Assumptions:	Special school types 1-4 and PRUs
New Build, £/m2	1228
Refurbishment, £/m2	800
Minor Work , £/m2	150
Site Costs	
New Build	12% of building costs
Refurbishment, Minor Works	8% of building costs 
Abnormals	
New Build	5% of building costs
Refurbishment, Minor Works 	9% of building costs 
Professional Fees 	
New build	12.5% of construction costs
Refurbishment and Minor Works	15% of construction costs
Maintenance Assumptions:	
BSF Funded Lifecycle- New Build	28% of total construction costs (including site costs, abnormal costs and professional fees)
BSF Funded Lifecycle- Refurbishment	40% of estimated original construction costs (including site costs, abnormal costs and professional fees)
F&E:	Mainstream and PRUs
New Build, £/Pupil	1000
Refurbishment, £/Pupil	500 (50% of Funding for New Build)
F&E:	Special school types 1-4
SEN- New Build, £/Pupil	3500









A Guide to completing the OBC Abnormals (and External Works) Proforma Version 3

The proforma should be completed on a school-by-school basis.  

Apart from the ‘date of submission’ and ‘Other Information’, the data required in the first part of the proforma can be carried forward, updated as necessary, to the final benchmarking [data] and follows the same format. [The majority of the data is required, and where the reason is not obvious, an explanation in italics is identified below.]

Date of Submission and Author:  





BSF Project Title: To include the Local Authority (LA), BSF Wave and Phase number

School name and number: a proforma shall be submitted for each school. The school’s name should be noted together with the seven-digit DCSF code which shows the LA and school number in the following format: 123/4567. 

Specialism(s): the existing or proposed specialism or joint specialisms of the school should be noted.

Type of school: should be one of the following: Community, Foundation, Voluntary Aided, Voluntary Controlled, Academy, City Technology College, Maintained Special, Non-maintained Special, Pupil Referral Unit

Gender: Note if the school is predominantly boys (B), girls (G) or mixed (M). 












Total area of site(s): This is the proposed total (gross) area (in m2) of all sites to be used by the school, covering the full extent of the school grounds within the existing (if no change proposed) or proposed boundaries in which the school facilities are located, including landscaping, car parking and playing fields.  

Total net area of site(s): This is the proposed total net area (in m2) of all sites to be used by the school following BSF funding, as defined in BB98: including the full extent of all sports pitches, hard-surfaced games courts, informal and social area and habitat areas, including those on ‘off-site’ facilities. This can be used to check against the area recommendations in BB98 and, where there is a new or amended site, the requirements of the Education (School Premises) Regulations 1999.

Proposed school GIFA: this is the total GIFA (measured to the internal face of the external perimeter walls at each floor level1) proposed for the school buildings, including any supplementary area2. 

Proposed net building area: this is the total net, or usable, area proposed for the school buildings, following its BSF funding, including any supplementary area2 remaining as existing or funded through other sources. As defined in BB98, the net area includes all spaces in the gross area of buildings, except toilets, washrooms and showers (and lobbies to them, including changing rooms), plant areas such as boiler rooms, circulation space, school kitchens and the area taken up by internal walls.

Number of sites with buildings: where this is more than one, this is the number of sites that the existing school is split between. It should only include those sites with significant buildings used by the school (so would not include a separate playing field site with changing rooms or pavilion), and the sites should be sufficiently distant from each other to be identified as split-site by the LA for the purposes of funding through the Local Management of Schools (LMS) system. This can be the basis of increased BSF funding and can have implications for the gross building area.









Nature of ground: this is to provide a general view of the ground conditions upon which the school buildings are to be erected defined by generic foundation type 
	Strip foundations
	Deep strip foundations





Site levels: this is to provide a general description of the predominate slope of a site where school buildings are to be erected
	Level – gradient up to 1:30
	Slightly sloping - 1:29 to 1:20
	Sloping -1:19 to 1:10
	Steeply sloping - greater than 1:10

Water table: this is to provide an indication of the sites predominate ground water level where school buildings are to be erected. These are identified as where the water level is likely to rise [at least once within any 5-year period] such that it may effect:
	The building (i.e. on a flood plain);
	The slab and strip foundations; or
	Piling.





Pupil Places, based on the current existing capacity of the school and the proposed capacity of the buildings following BSF funded new build or refurbishment, should be divided into the following categories. These should be based on a net capacity assessment or proposal, and not on the Number on Roll (NOR). The proposed capacity should be in line with the Strategy for Change (SfC).
	KS2:  The total places to be accommodated in Year 5 and 6 in mainstream middle-deemed secondary schools;
	KS3:  The total places to be accommodated in Year 7, 8 and 9 in mainstream secondary schools
	KS4:  The total places to be accommodated in Year 10 and 11 in mainstream secondary schools
	Post 16:  The total places to be accommodated in Year 12 and 13 in mainstream secondary schools if a sixth form exists or is proposed
	PRU: The total full-time equivalent number of places, in any secondary Year or Key Stage, to be accommodated in a Pupil Referral Unit. This may be stand alone or collocated within a mainstream school. These places should match those agreed to be funded in the FAM at Strategy for Change (SfC).
	SEN Types 1-6 The total places to be offered, in any secondary Year or Key Stage in a Special school or in a SEN unit or resourced provision in a mainstream school. These should not include places for pupils with SEN or disabilities that would be accommodated in any inclusive mainstream school, but only the additional places for those with severe of complex needs, as agreed to be specially funded in the FAM at Strategy for Change (SfC). See Annex A for further guidance on SEN,

Type of SEN; For the purposes of the external works and abnormals proforma only, it is useful to identify which of the SEN Types are to be accommodated. This could include SLD, PMLD, BESD, ASD, or a combination of them.
 
BB98 and BB77 GFA Comparators: the formulae in these boxes will automatically calculate the gross area on which BSF funding will be based: as in DCSF Design Guidance BB98 or the PfS area/funding formula for special schools and SEN provision, which matches the current recommendations in the draft BB77. The automatic calculation will also identify if it is a middle school, if there is a requirement for a hydrotherapy pool, and if additional area is being allocated because it is a split site.

Proposed GIFA:  The gross internal floor area​[1]​ is split between base scope and supplementary scope.  The ‘base’ scope refers to work which is funded under the BSF programme.  This is generally restricted to the gross area allowed for in the BB98 and BB77 GFA Comparators above, plus any further area that may be required to allow for the required schedule of accommodation to be accommodated in refurbished buildings. The supplementary scope covers all other areas, for example, extended community uses funded by the LA or other services such as libraries or teacher training space which funded from other sources. BB98 page 48 gives a fuller list

The GIFA should then be broken down into the three main types of provision which, may be provided within BSF. The mainstream provision should generally total the BB98 comparator, as above. The PRU provision, which may be colocated or separate to mainstream, will generally be around the funded area of 21m2 per place. And the SEN provision for PLASC categories A, B and C, as discussed above, will also be around 21m2 per place, plus a further amount if it is in a stand-alone special school rather than a unit or resourced provision on a mainstream site. 

The total gross internal floor area of each provision is then divided into the following types of construction:
	new build (complete new building or extension); 
	major refurbishment or remodelling of existing buildings;
	minor refurbishment with limited repairs to existing buildings
	unaffected 

Building type to be refurbished

Any areas to be refurbished should be broken down to provide a percentage of the existing buildings GIFA using the descriptions most appropriate for the building type/age according to the table below:  

Reference Letter	School Type	Defining Characters
A	Victorian/ Edwardian	Solid masonry construction often under pitched  tiled roofs and/or flat roofs with distinctive parapet designs, woodblock flooring extensively used, large sash ‘multi-pane’ windows often with high level opening lights, small class rooms (circa 40 – 50m2), high ceilings, narrow corridors (circa 2m wide) prone to temperature imbalances due to legacy ‘single pipe’ heating systems and large windows (solar gain)
B	1920’s/1930’s  Inter-war	Solid masonry construction often under pitched tile roofs and or flat roofs, woodback an/or granolithic flooring extensively used, large sash ‘multi-pane’ windows often with high level opening lights, small class rooms (circa 40 – 50m2), lower ceiling heights than Victorian/Edwardian
C	1950’s      post-war	Solid masonry construction often under pitched tile roofs and/or flat roofs (asphalt common), woodblock and/or granolithic flooring extensively used, large sash ‘multi-pane’ windows often with high level opening lights, small class rooms (circa 40 - 50m2).
D	1960’s/1970’s CLASP + other ‘system’ build	Steel frame originally built with high proportion of timber windows and concrete cladding units (timber an option), distinctive eaves details, flat roofs (normally built up felt), fibrous plaster ceiling tiles used extensively internally (Asbestolux also encountered), low thermal mass so often reported as “cold in winter – hot in summer”, thermoplastic tile floor finishes common.
E	1980’s to date	Masonry walls, smaller window areas than predecessor designs, variable quality but usually have better insulation and heating than older school designs. Mostly extensions – only a small number of new schools were built in this period

New Buildings Configuration




The following other information is also required for the purposes of the external works and abnormals proforma only, and do not form part of the bench-marking data
	Total Current NOR; The total Number on Roll for the school and any collocated units or resourced provision at the time of the estimate. This is useful to compare to the current places above to identify whether the school has a surplus or deficit of places, which in turn can affect the need for temporary accommodation
	Existing school GIFA: this is the total Gross Internal Floor area or Gross Building Area (measured to the internal face of the external perimeter walls at each floor level​[2]​) for the existing school buildings prior to BSF funding. This should include both permanent and temporary accommodation, as well as any supplementary area​[3]​. 
	Date of Estimate: The quarter in which the estimate cost is based entered in the usual format e.g. 2Q05.
	Construction duration: This is the estimated construction period stated in months, not including any enabling work or post-construction demolition. If a school is phased, the period stated should cover all the phases even if there are periods of construction inactivity at a school. Construction likely to be significantly over the typical 18 month period may be awarded an allowance to cover the extra inflation incurred.
	Number of phases, exc. demolitions: The anticipated number of construction phases should be stated excluding any enabling works phase, e.g. an initial demolition phase, or any post-construction demolition.
	To be demolished: This is the total area by GIFA of any buildings that it is anticipated will be demolished to facilitate the proposed construction. This area plus that of the major remodelling will be used to calculate the standard allowance for asbestos removal.
	Construction Start: The quarter when the LA estimate work will commence on site excluding any enabling works entered in the usual format e.g. 2Q07.
	Construction End: The date when is the LA estimate work will be completed on site. excluding any post-construction demolition, entered in the usual format e.g. 2Q07.
	Funding start date: The date that the PfS will assume estimated funding will be first drawn down entered in the usual format e.g. 2Q07. This will normally be the same as the construction start but may be deemed to be later by PfS to allow for further inflation where the construction duration estimated by the LA above. is unavoidably significant.
	Type of site: the LA should identify from the drop-down list whether the main site will be as existing, reduced in area, enlarged or new. If it is new this will have an impact on the totals as the LA will be responsible for any abnormals needed to allow development on the site, such as decontamination.






The remainder of the proforma consists of schedules of three types of work, covered by the PfS 17% allowance for external works and abnormals, plus any further funding that may be awarded by the PfS or found by the LA. The purpose of these schedules is to identify what this further funding may need to be, how it is justified, and the amounts that should be covered by the PfS and by the LA.

The three type of work are:
	External works (not including demolitions);
	Enabling works, comprising the following external work and abnormal items and other works without lifecycle costs:
-	Asbestos removal
-	Abnormal fees (most of which would only be covered by PfS funding in Academies);
-	Temporary works;
-	Demolitions;
	Abnormals (with lifecycle costs);

In each case, the LA Technical advisors should identify an estimate for all relevant items, based on a rate where appropriate. The PfS will then identify the PfS allowance for each item, which may be based on a standard PfS rate. The difference, multiplied by the Main Contractors OH&P, Prelims and Contingency, is the cost that will have to found by the LA.

[Darker fill colours indicate items that are generally unlikely to be covered by PfS funding and therefore will need to be covered by the LA. This will generally include all infrastructure costs, except the diversion of mains utilities not servicing the site, and any phasing and decanting costs.]

The final fee allocation and the inflation up to the Funding Start Date will be calculated by the PfS in the Funding Allocation Model (FAM). For external works and abnormals, the likely fee allocation (12.5% for  more than 60% new build and 15% for more than 60% refurbishment) is shown for indicative purposes only. Enabling times without lifecycle are assumed to include fees in the cost estimate.





Estimated costs for all external works [except demolition] should be identified to confirm that the work required can be covered by the PfS allowance of 8% of refurbished building costs and 12% of new building costs.

External works include
	Site clearance, excavation and earthworks [related to building work];
	Access roads and separate Vehicle/Pedestrian entrance, excluding Car Parking circulation routes;
	Car parking and circulation routes;
	Pavements and pedestrian walkways;
	Hard surfaced areas, including, Multi-use Games Area (MUGA), as well as other hard-surfaced games areas and hard informal and social area, as defined in BB98;
	Soft landscaping and habitat areas, as defined in BB98;
	Sports pitches including equipment;
	Incoming services and statutory connections (incl. new sub-stations if a replacement or upgrade is needed);
	Land drainage;
	Site lighting; 
	Fencing of typically 2.4m or similar height (the need for fencing higher than this, for instance as a ball-stop, would generally be treated as an abnormal);
	Other external works, including outdoor furniture and signage.




Abnormals and external works deemed to be without life-cycle costs are included in ‘enabling works’ in the next schedule, which covers three types of work generally extra to the building contract.

Demolitions and site clearance: should be separated into the various headings and include grubbing up and removal from site, protection and making good as appropriate. The PfS allocation will include any supplementary area assuming it is not significant). Retaining work to adjacent buildings to be demolished should be identified separately. Site clearance will include any decontamination and ecological work required.

Asbestos removal includes:
	A level 3 survey of relevant existing buildings, which needs to be done prior to work commencing but while the buildings are unoccupied; and
	Asbestos removal, for which the estimate would usually be based on a level 2 survey but the PfS allowance would be based on a standard rate per m2 for the area of all demolitions and all major refurbishment. The PfS allocation will include any supplementary area assuming it is not significant.

Abnormals fees will generally only be covered by [PfS] BSF funding if they are for archaeological investigations beyond desktop surveys. Almost all other fees would be expected to be covered by the overall fee allocation. Some exceptional abnormal fees may need to be covered by the LA, including legal fees related to rights of way or party walls. Some may be covered by the PfS, for instance an electromagnetic survey :
Temporary Works: The LA is to include for the relevant type of temporary accommodation which should include all relevant costs of ground works, bringing to and removal from site, services and any attributable fees i.e. providing an all in rate The LA is to indicate if this is a total cost based on hire rates or purchase. Separate rates are suggested for:
	Temporary classrooms (typically 60m2 with storage but no wet services);
	Temporary practical accommodation (typically 90m2 with wet services such as water and bottled gas;
	Temporary halls and kitchens, requiring large or open plan temporary provision.

Separate figures are usually estimated for: 
	foundations, access if difficult and service connections as required;




Infrastructure costs: Estimated costs should be provided for additional infrastructure that would not typically be included in External Works. Items that are identified separately for benchmarking purposes comprise:
	diversion of mains utilities due to building work, which will generally be covered by PfS if not servicing a new school site;
	new access roads or improvements to access roads, new cycle routes, safe pick-up and put-down areas and pedestrian and cycle crossings;
	bridges or tunnels to facilitate safe movement of students.

Other infrastructure costs could include:
	new utility connections and sub-stations, if not replacement or upgrade of an existing;
	exceptional service connection charges;
	Significant reinforcement of existing services;
	vehicle barriers and controls.

As well as helping the LA to quantify all additional costs which are not funded by BSF, as discussed above, including this section on infrastructure it also useful for new sites.

Where a school is moving to a new site the cost of acquiring the site and making it developable can be offset against the aggregate capital receipt across the wave, before the BSF programme share is calculated. To make a new site developable might require various infrastructure work, such as a new external access road to the site, extending utility services to the site, or burying o/head power lines. These costs can be funded from the aggregate capital receipt, before the BSF programme share is calculated, as long as they relate to the site. If these are peripheral to the development of the site (such as a Highways Department request for a roundabout to be installed so that an adjacent site can also be developed), they will need to be funded from the LA’s share of the capital receipt. All costs to make the site developable should be itemised in this Infrastructure section of the abnormals proforma as a gross item, and detailed on site plans. These costs will need to be agreed with PfS so that at OBC the net aggregate capital receipt can be agreed. The cost of Section 106 or 278 agreements struck between the LA and its own Planning Dept are for the LA to negotiate and fund from its share of the capital receipt.

Site restrictions: Where the site is congested in that new buildings or refurbishment proposals will incur additional cost. Items that are identified separately for benchmarking purposes comprise:
	phasing and out of hours working, which will generally not be covered by BSF funding;
	an all weather pitch on a restricted site, which will generally only be covered by BSF funding if it is for increased pupil places of 150 or more on an existing site where the current playing fields area complies with the Education (School Premises) regulations 1999 but cannot be extended. All weather pitches may also be required where the existing site is already restricted (but has been deemed compliant with regulations as an existing site) or in a new site that is restricted. Both these circumstances would require LA funding, although the latter could be covered by capital receipts, as discussed under Infrastructure above.
	extra over for four-storey or higher if required due to constrained site area;,
	other site restrictions.

Other site restrictions could include extra over for further circulation area in buildings on steeply sloping sites.

Site conditions: Where site conditions impose more expensive solutions. Items that are identified separately for benchmarking purposes comprise: 
	bearing capacity requiring piling, beyond the standard allowance for 1 or 2 storey buildings, on the basis that the foundation costs for 3 storey or higher buildings would allow for piling as an option;
	very poor ground conditions, including mineshafts needing to be capped obstructions below ground, springs having to be diverted;
	unusual and/or extreme site level variations or site topography necessitates retaining walls and ramps etc. as external works;
	unusual site clearance, contamination or gas in the ground;
	extreme noise pollution, for instance requiring triple glazing in lieu of double where the building must be sited next to a motorway.

Other site extreme site conditions could include the protection of trees with protection orders during construction where there are a significant number.

Other Abnormals:  this includes other costs which may accrue due to unusual circumstances relating to the project. Examples of those deemed, for the purposes of PfS costing exercises, to have life-cycle costs are listed as: 
	Unusual Planning requirements and Planning constraints such as conservation areas, which would generally need be funded by the LA;
	Work to listed elements of buildings;
	Boundary ball-stop or security fencing above the typical 2.4m height, for instance where a games area will back onto housing where buildings will be demolished;
	Extra security matters, such as extra security of the contractors’ area or shutters, as a result of a DCSF -agreed risk assessment;
	Environmental matters, such as bats or Japanese knotweed.

































































(“WLC”, “Spend Curve” and “Phasing Calcs”)
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^1	  Gross internal floor area is the area measured to the internal face of the perimeter walls at each floor level in accordance with the Code of Measuring Practice published by The Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS).
^2	  in accordance with the Code of Measuring Practice published by The Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)
^3	  As defined on page 49 of BB98
